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However, Brussels says it will not renegotiate the deal it
struck with May to ease the end of a 46-year partnership -
even after British MPs rejected it three times. EU Brexit
negotiator Michel Barnier said yesterday he wanted to
work with Johnson “to facilitate the ratification of the with-
drawal agreement and achieve an orderly Brexit”. Ursula
von der Leyen, who will take over as head of the European
Commission on Nov 1, congratulated Johnson but warned
of “challenging times ahead of us”. 

Although parliament dislikes May’s deal, Johnson faces
significant opposition from MPs to his threat to leaving with
no deal, including from Conservative colleagues. Several
ministers said they will not serve under Johnson, warning
that severing ties overnight with Britain’s closest trading
partner is deeply irresponsible. But Johnson insisted he
could change the atmosphere in parliament, saying: “Like
some slumbering giant we are going to rise and ping off the
guy ropes of self-doubt and negativity.”

After addressing Conservative MPs privately following
his victory, Johnson told reporters he was “impatient”.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock said his speech “left every-
body feeling good, and positive and cheerful.” One
Brexiteer MP added: “The clouds have lifted.” However,
Johnson’s premiership is vulnerable. His government will
command a majority of just two - 320 votes to 318 - in par-
liament’s lower House of Commons.

Colleagues who disagree with Johnson are willing to
give him a chance to get a Brexit deal, at least over parlia-
ment’s impending six-week summer recess. But if “no deal”
looks likely in September, many MPs have vowed to stop
him - a move that could trigger an early election. The main
opposition Labour party is not expected to force a confi-
dence vote this week, but challenged him to call an election.

However, both Labour and the Conservatives are strug-
gling to appeal to a public deeply divided over Britain’s
future, facing a pincer movement from Nigel Farage’s
eurosceptic Brexit Party and the pro-EU Liberal
Democrats. Business leaders called on Johnson to seek
accord with Brussels, with Carolyn Fairbairn, director gen-
eral of the Confederation of British Industry lobby, saying
he “must not underestimate the benefits of a good deal”.

The pound bounced briefly higher before falling lower
again to $1.24 after Johnson’s victory was announced.
Outside parliament, where pro- and anti-Brexit protesters
gather daily, reaction to Johnson’s victory was mixed. “It’s

the most we can hope for,” said eurosceptic Michelle
Pearce, 64, adding: “He’ll be brilliant or a disaster.” Ruth
Fryer, 66, wearing a “bin Brexit” badge, added: “He’s a bit of
a loose cannon and no one knows what he’ll do.”

Johnson’s domestic battles might initially have to take a
backseat as he manages tensions with Iran. The Islamic
republic seized a UK-flagged tanker in the strategic Strait
of Hormuz last Friday. The stand-off comes amid escalating
tensions between Iran and the United States over the
Tehran’s nuclear ambitions. Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif tweeted his congratulations to
Johnson, saying: “I congratulate my former counterpart,
@BorisJohnson on becoming UK PM. Iran does not seek
confrontation. But we have 1,500 miles of Persian Gulf
coastline. These are our waters and we will protect them.”

Iran has impounded the Stena Impero at its port of
Bandar Abbas for allegedly breaking “international maritime
rules”. In new footage aired by Iranian state television, the
crew of 18 Indians, three Russians, a Latvian and a Filipino
are seen sitting around a table and seemingly going about
their daily routines. “Throughout history, Iran has been and
will be the main guardian of security and free navigation” in
the Gulf, President Hassan Rouhani said late Monday,
adding that Tehran was not seeking to stoke tensions.

The head of Iran’s navy, Rear Admiral Hossein Khanzadi,
said in an interview published yesterday that his forces use
drones to closely observe “all enemy ships” going through
the Gulf, “especially America’s”. Tehran has been at logger-
heads with Washington and its allies since May 2018, when
Trump unilaterally withdrew the US from a landmark 2015
nuclear deal. Iran said it would attend a meeting in Vienna
this weekend with countries still party to the troubled
accord. The meeting was requested by the European par-
ties to discuss the “new situation”, Iran said, referring to its
reduced nuclear commitments under the deal in response to
the US withdrawal.

The EU confirmed Iran would meet envoys from the
remaining parties - Britain, China, France, Germany and
Russia - on Sunday. Tehran has already given up on com-
plying with some of the deal’s limits on its nuclear program
in retaliation for the US withdrawal and what it sees as the
failure of other parties to help it circumvent sanctions.

Iran’s deputy foreign minister Abbas Araghchi travelled
to France to deliver a message from Rouhani to his coun-
terpart Emmanuel Macron, his ministry said. French
Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian confirmed he met the
envoy who brought a message from Tehran. “We are now
pushing Iran back into the Vienna agreement,” he said,
referring to the nuclear deal. “I met earlier with President
Rouhani’s special envoy to tell him that,” Le Drian added.
Meanwhile, China described as “illegal” US sanctions
imposed on its companies as part of Washington’s cam-
paign against Iran. — Agencies 
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Jaishankar insisted the conflict could only be settled
bilaterally and that Pakistan had to end “cross-border
terrorism” before any talks.

Trump’s comments touched on one of the most sen-
sitive topics for New Delhi. India has disputed Kashmir
with its neighbor since their independence in 1947.
Both control parts of the former Himalayan kingdom,
but claim it in its entirety. They have fought two wars
over the region and tens of thousands, mainly civilians,
have died since an insurgency erupted three decades
ago in Indian-administered Kashmir.

Tensions rose yesterday across the line of control -
the de facto border dividing Kashmir - as firing broke
out, violating a ceasefire between the two sides. Raja
Akmal, a senior police official in Pakistani Kashmir, told
AFP a 70-year-old woman was killed after she was hit
by a mortar shell. Another government official said two
people were wounded in “heavy shelling” on the line of
control, “which was targeting civilian population”.
Earlier yesterday, Indian officials had blamed Pakistan
for the resumption of border firing.

Indian opposition leaders demanded that Modi
make a personal statement to parliament to confirm
that there was no change in New Delhi’s longstanding
policy of only direct talks with Islamabad. Khan - on
an official visit to the United States - stirred the con-
troversy further by saying Kashmir could only be
resolved with outside help. “Bilaterally, there will never
be (an end to the Kashmir conflict),” Khan told Fox
News, adding that Pakistan and India were “poles
apart”. “I really feel that India should come... (to) the
table. The US could play a big part, President Trump
certainly can play a big part.”

Khan said  he was surprised by Delhi’s reaction.
“Surprised by reaction of India to Pres Trump’s offer
of mediation to bring Pak and India to dialogue table
for resolving Kashmir conflict which has held subconti-
nent hostage for 70 yrs,” Khan said on Twitter. Some
US politicians quickly distanced themselves from
Trump’s comments. Brad Sherman, a Democratic
Congressman and member of the House foreign affairs
committee, said he apologised to the Indian ambassa-
dor in Washington for Trump’s statement. “Everyone
knows PM Modi would never suggest such a thing.
Trump’s statement is amateurish and delusional. And
embarrassing,” he tweeted.

The State Department also sought to calm the

storm. “While Kashmir is a bilateral issue for both par-
ties to discuss, the Trump administration welcomes
Pakistan and India sitting down and the United States
stands ready to assist,” tweeted Alice Wells, acting
assistant secretary of the department’s Bureau of
South and Central Asian Affairs.

Meanwhile, Khan also said Monday that Pakistan’s
main spy agency provided the US with a lead that
helped them find and kill Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin
Laden. Pakistan has until now officially denied having
any knowledge of the terror chief until he was shot dead
in a night time raid by US special forces on May 2, 2011,
an incident that was a major national embarrassment
and caused ties between the two countries to plummet.

Khan made his claim in the interview with Fox
News when he was asked whether his country would
release a jailed doctor whose fake immunization drive
helped the US track and kill bin Laden in 2011. “This
is a very emotive issue, because Shakeel Afridi in
Pakistan is considered a spy,” he told host Bret Baier,
referring to the doctor. “We in Pakistan always felt
that we were an ally of the US and if we had been
given the information about Osama bin Laden, we
should have taken him out.”

Baier then asked if Khan understood the skepticism
around the Inter Services Intelligence agency (ISI) for
leaking key information, to which Khan replied: “And yet
it was ISI that gave the information which led to the
location of Osama bin Laden. If you ask CIA it was ISI
which gave the initial location through the phone con-
nection.” It was not immediately clear what Khan was
referring to and he did not provide more detail.

Though Pakistan officially denies knowing that bin
Laden was living on its territory, Asad Durrani, a for-
mer spymaster, told Al Jazeera in 2015 that the ISI
probably knew where he was hiding and hoped to use
him as a bargaining chip before he was killed. The 9/11
mastermind was tracked down after a 10-year manhunt
to Abbottabad, a garrison town north of Islamabad
where Pakistan’s military academy is headquartered,
sparking allegations authorities were colluding with
the terror group.

A leaked Pakistani government report in 2013 said
bin Laden arrived in Pakistan in the spring or summer of
2002 - after the 2001 US-led invasion of Afghanistan -
and settled in Abbottabad in August 2005. The report,
which coined the term “governance implosion syn-
drome” to explain the extent of official failures to detect
him, said he was once stopped for speeding and enjoyed
wearing a cowboy hat. Two former senior Pakistani mili-
tary officials told AFP in 2015 that a defector from
Pakistani intelligence assisted the US in its hunt for bin
Laden, but denied the two countries had officially
worked together. — Agencies 
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The Al-Aqsa mosque compound is the third-holiest
site in Islam. Jews refer to it as the Temple Mount,
revered as the location of the two biblical-era temples,
and consider it their holiest place. It is located in east
Jerusalem, occupied by Israel in the 1967 Six-Day War
and later annexed in a move never recognized by the
international community. Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said he met with the visitors on Tuesday
and “they expressed their wish that the Arab publics
would come to Israel and strengthen ties.”

Ofir Gendelman, a spokesman for Netanyahu,
described Saud as a “peace activist”. “When he came
to pray at the #AlAqsaMosque, Palestinian thugs
attacked him & spat on him, thus defiling this holy
place,” Gendelman wrote on Twitter yesterday. But the
Islamist group Hamas, which rules the Gaza Strip, said
all Arabs and Muslims should boycott the Israelis in

solidarity with the Palestinians. “Hamas considers the
visit of an Arab media delegation to the Israeli occupa-
tion a stab in the back of the Palestinian people and a
dangerous sign of accelerating normalisation with the
Israeli occupation,” it said in a statement.

Israeli police meanwhile said three Palestinian resi-
dents of east Jerusalem had been arrested over the
“attack” of the “tourist”. “More arrests were expected,”
a police statement said. The visit comes as Israel seeks
to improve ties with Gulf Arab countries, with which it
has no formal diplomatic relations. Those states have
held off offering Israel formal recognition due to its
continuing occupation of Palestinian territory, but rela-
tions have warmed of late, largely due to common con-
cerns over Iran.

The journalists were to visit Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem
Holocaust memorial, parliament and holy sites, among
others, the foreign ministry said in a statement. The aim
was to expose journalists “some of whom come from
countries that do not have diplomatic relations with
Israel - to Israeli positions on diplomatic and geopoliti-
cal issues,” it added. Jordan, one of only two Arab
countries along with Egypt that have diplomatic rela-
tions with Israel, was also participating.  — AFP 
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The price of oil, the main driver for revenues in the
region, will also impact growth, the IMF added. In
2018, the region saw 1.6 percent growth, down from 2.1
percent in the previous year.

The IMF in April projected Iran’s economy will
shrink by a steep 6.0 percent this year, its worst per-
formance since it contracted by 7.7 percent in 2012.
The new report provided no updated figures on the
Iranian economy, the second largest in the region
behind Saudi Arabia, but other reports predicted a
deeper recession in the Islamic republic.

One report jointly prepared by the London-based
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales and Oxford Economics, released early this
week, said Iran’s economy is expected to shrink by 7.0

percent this year. The report also predicted regional
growth to be just 0.6 percent due to Iran sanctions and
instability in the region. US sanctions on Iranian oil
exports were renewed in May and aim to halt Tehran’s
overseas crude sales, which provide key revenues to
the Islamic republic.

The IMF also attributed the lower growth projec-
tions to rising US-Iran tensions centered on recent
incidents in the Gulf and unrest in several Arab nations.
“Civil strife in many countries raises the risks of horrif-
ic humanitarian costs, migration strains in neighboring
countries, and, together with geopolitical tensions,
higher volatility in commodity markets,” the IMF said.

The IMF raised its forecasts for Saudi economic
growth this year by 0.1 percentage points, to 1.9 per-
cent, and to 3.0 percent in 2020. It attributed the
boost to the development of the kingdom’s non-oil-
related sectors. The world’s largest oil exporter has
substantially cut power and fuel subsidies as well as
imposed fees on expatriates and a five-percent value
added tax as part of a reform program to decrease
dependence on oil.  — AFP 
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DUBAI: From ballistic missiles to unmanned
drones, Yemen’s Houthi rebels appear to have
bolstered their fighting capabilities, posing a
serious threat to mighty neighbor Saudi
Arabia. In June alone, the Iran-aligned Shiite
Houthis launched at least 20 missile and drone
attacks on the oil-rich kingdom, Iran’s regional
foe, some resulting in casualties and damage.
Saudi advanced air defenses successfully
intercepted most of the strikes but failed to
deal with some, including a drone attack on
the vital airport of Abha, in the south, that
killed one person and injured 21 others.

“We have witnessed a massive increase in
capability on the side of the Houthis in recent
years, particularly relating to ballistic missiles
and drone technology,” Andreas Kreig, a pro-
fessor at King’s College London, told AFP.
“The current capability is far more advanced
than anything the Yemeni armed forces had
before the civil war,” which began in 2014, said
Kreig, an expert on the Middle East.

The rebels showed off some of their
advanced weaponry at an exhibition held ear-
lier this month at an undisclosed location to
mark the fifth anniversary of their offensive
against the Yemeni government. Footage dis-
tributed by the Houthis showed models of at
least 15 unmanned drones and various sizes of
missiles of different ranges. The newest of
these weapons were long-range cruise mis-
siles, dubbed “Al-Quds”, and explosives-laden
“Sammad 3” drones that can hit targets as far
as 1,500 km away, according to the Houthis.

On the sides of the Sammad 3, the phrase
“Unmanned Aircraft Force” is printed, while
the cruise missile is marked “Made in Yemen”
on its giant body. AFP has not established
from independent sources if these missiles and
drones were manufactured in Yemen. Since
2014, the Houthis have controlled the capital

Sanaa and vast swathes of north, central and
western Yemen. Forces of the internationally-
recognized government with the backing of a
Saudi-led coalition have been trying to retake
these territories.

The conflict has killed or wounded tens of
thousands of people and resulted in the
world’s worst humanitarian crisis, according to
the United Nations. Up until the end of 2018,
the Houthis frequently used ballistic missiles
they captured from Yemeni army depots to
attack targets inside Saudi Arabia. However,
since the start of this year, they have shifted to
Qasef 2 drones, a small booby-trapped aircraft
that can evade radar detection but whose
range is unknown.

The most serious attack took place on May
14 when Houthis used seven drones to target
two pumping stations on Saudi Arabia’s key
east-west pipeline, shutting it down for several
days. “This is the first time the Houthis have
demonstrated an apparent capability to hit a
target 800 kilometers in Saudi territory with
UAVs (drones),” Jane’s 360, a defense and
security think-tank, said in May. “The attack
on the pumping stations highlights the persist-
ing risk of Houthis targeting of hydrocarbon
infrastructure in Jeddah, Yanbu, and potentially
cities such as Riyadh,” said Jane’s 360.

It said Saudi ports, military installations and
airports were also at risk of further attacks.
OPEC kingpin Saudi Arabia spent some $65
billion on arms purchases last year, becoming
one of the five biggest defense spenders
alongside the United States, China, India and
France, according to the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute.

A Yemeni army retired brigadier, Jamil Al-
Mamari, believes the “Houthis are not capable
of manufacturing missiles in Yemen... They are
only capable of assembling and modification”.

“Houthis keep modifying army missiles by
boosting their explosive capability and adding
remote control devices,” Mamari said. Experts
rule out the possibility that Houthis may have
modified these arms on their own. The rebels
have also launched attacks with explosive-
laden boats and tanks, heavy artillery and
anti-tank missiles.

Hussein Ibish, a senior resident scholar at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington,

believes Iran has had a hand in developing the
Houthis’ armaments. The Houthis “have grown
dependent on Iranian and Hezbollah support
to maintain their current war posture”, Ibish
told AFP. “Their current war posture and their
missile technology and capability are mainly
the result of direct support from Iran and
Hezbollah. So it’s very difficult to untangle this
knot,” he said.

The United States and Saudi Arabia have

repeatedly accused Iran of supplying sophis-
ticated weapons to the Houthis, a charge
Tehran denies. Tehran has also denied allega-
tions by Riyadh that it had encouraged the
Houthis to attack the kingdom. The Houthis
have repeatedly stressed their capability to
manufacture arms and their leader
Abdulmalek Al-Houthi has said the develop-
ment was “a miracle and a great result of
steadfastness”. — AFP 
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An image grab taken from a video made available on July 7, 2019 by the press office of the Yemeni Shiite Houthi group shows ballistic
missiles, bearing Made in Yemen stamps, on display during a recent exhibition of various missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles at an
undisclosed location in Yemen. — AFP 


